
Who is First San Francisco Partners, and What Do We Do?
First San Francisco Partners supports some of the most notable data-driven enterprise-level organizations in 
navigating change to make information actionable. Founded as a woman-owned business in 2007, we focus 
on implementing sustainable solutions to transform data capabilities and drive measurable business value.

With years of data-centered experience across various industries, each of our consultants 
knows how to shape and implement highly effective information management, data 
governance, data management and data architecture solutions that work. 

OPTIMIZE COLLIBRA CAPABILITIES TO IMPROVE THE ROI OF SAP IMPLEMENTATIONS AND UPGRADES

First San Francisco Partners (FSFP) is a data consulting company where data governance and data management 
industry experts have created a community and platform to share their passion, learnings and best practices around 
data with customers like yourself. Our consulting services focus on maximizing the value of data for organizations by 
maturing capabilities such as data standardization, data quality, data governance, master data management, metadata 
management, data literacy, organizational change management and more.

With SAP’s powerful Business Technology Platform (BTP) suite and Collibra’s best-in-class Data Intelligence Platform 
(DIP), you have the potential to take your business operations to new heights. Collibra’s DIP accelerates your data journey 
towards the trusted data foundation needed to advance your business operations into the world of Artificial Intelligence.  
FSFP knows that without a Data Governance Strategy and prioritized roadmap to mature capabilities while optimizing 
the use of these technologies, you will not be able to establish a trusted Business Data Fabric and realize the full power 
of SAP’s AI (Joule) natural language capabilities to empower business scenario simulations, automated reporting and 
business modeling.

FSFP’s competence in these platforms, years of Data Governance experience, and expertise in AI governance bridges 
the gap between your IT and Business teams to ensure success.

FSFP CAN HELP OPTIMIZE YOUR ENTERPRISE DATA

Accelerate Innovation with SAP BTP 
and Collibra

h

“FSFP's invaluable contribution to our SAP project fortified data integrity, unlocked innovation opportunities, 
and empowered informed decision-making organization-wide. Their ability to bridge business needs with 
IT solutions reduced costs, accelerated both SAP and Collibra adoption, and bolstered capabilities in a 
data-driven environment.” 

- CUSTOMER, PROJECT SPONSOR



DATA AND AI GOVERNANCE WITH COLLIBRA FOR SAP

DATA INTEGRATION AND INTEROPERABILIT Y

Optimize Collibra DIP’s metadata management and data lineage capabilities to achieve better data integration 
and interoperability, enabling Datasphere’s seamless data exchanges across SAP BTP applications and services

DATA CATALOG AND DISCOVERY

Accelerate user discovery for SAP BTP application and analytic projects with engagement of Collibra DIP’s 
metadata catalog which captures and stores your organization’s metadata information about data assets

DATA SECURIT Y AND COMPLIANCE

Enforce data security policies with Collibra DIP in efforts to safeguard data and ensure the SAP BTP 
applications and services meet security and compliance requirements

COLLABORATION AND GOVERNANCE WORKFLOWS

Design workflows within Collibra DIP to collaborate on governance activities as well as other AI and 
data-related initiatives and ensure alignment as the organization delves into SAP BTP applications

DATA CAPABILIT Y ASSESSMENTS

Assess your current data, technologies, and processes to identify gaps prohibiting data success

DATA GOVERNANCE AND DATA QUALIT Y

Incorporate Collibra DIP’s robust data governance capabilities to establish Data Quality rules in alignment 
with policies and standards to ensure data across the SAP BTP is consistent, accurate and compliant

Our clients leverage our expert FSFP consultants throughout their SAP journey as they extend 
Collibra to support many unique needs, including:

Contact us by scanning  
the QR code or visiting 
FIRSTSANFRANCISCOPARTNERS.COM

Subscribe to our YouTube channel for more 
Data Governance and SAP content.

Regardless of where you are in your SAP journey, FSFP’s expert consultants will work to understand your overall business 
needs, friction points and data requirements for enterprise SAP adoption. We can assist with planning in advance or dive in 
as part of your team to drive data progress.

FSFP brings substantial knowledge and experience with master and reference data management, metadata management, 
data quality, data analysis and cleansing, reporting and analytics and data cataloging to help you achieve your goals and 
overall strategic objectives.

FSFP can help you optimize your Business Data Fabric with SAP Datasphere to make your data decisions business-driven 
with an enterprise perspective, from the highest levels of data strategy to tactical data migration requirements, by using 
Data Governance best practices that have been right-sized and tailored to your organization’s culture and needs.

So, whether you are already running SAP, are planning to expand to SAP Datasphere, or just starting your AI Governance 
journey, FSFP can help ensure your data and AI are understood, trusted, transparent and governed. Contact us to discuss 
your needs and to get started!

https://www.youtube.com/@firstsanfranciscopartners

